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Risk Positive  
EUR higher on relief rally 
European equities perform 
Italian bond spreads tighter 

Renzi Gains suPPoRt
Renzi likely gains support both inside 
his party and among the Italians. 
Political outlook much more stable. 
Anti-EU rhethoric softened.  

Renzi Doesn’t ResiGn,  
DP weakeneD 
Renzi backtracks on his commitment 
to resign and remains in office  
despite referendum failing. The  
Democratic Party is likely more frac-
tured as the vocal minority against  
his reforms becomes louder. A weak-
ened DP likely means Italian reform 
agenda slows and the anti-EU party 
Five Star Movement gains in voice.

Renzi ResiGns, Political  
unceRtainty Risks incRease
Renzi is forced to resign, and an  
interim PM is put into place.  
Heightened political uncertainty  
fuels negative risk sentiment.

Risk neGative  
EUR lower on increased uncertainty
European equities lower
Italian bond spreads widen
Italian banks likely most effected
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will eaRly elections in 2017 be calleD?

Renzi has stated regardless of the 
referendum outcome there will be no 
early election, however under intense 
political pressure he may be forced to 
call an early election.

Italy falls into political crisis which 
piles pressure on the future of the 
European Union. The political uncer-
tainty reaches fever pitch with one of 
the Union’s biggest countries by GDP 
looking likely to follow a Brexit-style 
referendum.

anti-eu five staR MoveMent wins?

wHat is tHe Political outlook fRoM HeRe?

The severity of the Italian fallout in all this is that Prime  
Minister Matteo Renzi initially warned early this year that he 
would resign if the vote went against the constitutional reform. 
The lack of leadership in Europe – or globally for that matter – 
is appalling and Renzi has been one of the few bright spots in  
a sea of darkness.  
 
This raises the stakes, making the referendum also about the 
potential future of Italian political leadership. To give some 
context to the Italian political climate, there have had 63  
different governments in 70 years. Since WWII, no Italian  
government has ever served a full term. 

As we saw in the UK – and as we have seen in the run-up to  
the US elections – the risk of any political vote is the voting  
platform being used as a vessel for articulating frustration at 
the incumbents and the overall system rather than focusing  
on the actual issues.

In Italy this has been reflected by the rise of the Five Star  
Movement (Movimento 5 Stelle), the populist EU-sceptic  
party headed by famous Italian comedian Beppe Grillo that  

has grown in numbers and voice in recent years. With Renzi 
having staked his political future on the outcome of the  
referendum - rhetoric he has, however, recently softened -  
the risks of a political crisis in Italy are elevated at a time when 
EU politicians are fighting political fires in the wake of the  
Brexit vote. Also, Italian banks are major contributors to the 
jitters and well-founded fears of the European banking sector. 
An Italian political crisis could further weaken the EU so the  
importance of the Italian constitutional referendum vote  
cannot be underestimated. 

A ‘Yes’ vote would give Renzi the backing needed to make real, 
lasting and long-overdue structural reforms to the Italian busi-
ness and political landscape. This would be a hugely positive 
result for the country in the medium to long term. 

A ‘No’ vote would not only keep things as they are - where vital 
reforms and changes are being prevented through deeply 
entrenched vested interests – but could take the country into 
potentially disastrous unknown territory if Renzi steps down (or 
is forced out), new elections are called and the Five Star Move-
ment comes into power.

How will tHe MaRket React?

Will thE rEfErENdum gEt a ‘YES’ vOtE?

Trade 
ThE ITalIaN 
referendum
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https://www.tradingfloor.com/posts/the-italian-referendum-the-renzi-resigns-scenario-for-eurusd-8210643
https://www.tradingfloor.com/posts/the-italian-referendum-the-renzi-stays-scenario-8210631
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